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Extensive catalogue of conversion parts for the van conversion market,
whether you are converting a van to a camper or just converting your
work van to a day van.

We have in our range, for the VW
T5 and T6, side sliding door steps
(extra high, with and without light)
and extra wide and extra deep
rear threshold steps with plugs,
edge trims in various widths for
the installaton of the side and rear
windows. Door seals, boot seals and
poptop roof seal on rolls of 50 m.

Complementary we also have the
unique Window Pods® camper van
blinds system from Vanshades for
the models VW T5 and T6.
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STEPS AND THRESHOLD COVERS
8579SXHVRDABS Black highquality side loading doorstep
(suitable for the left and right side)
for the VW Transporter T5 and T6.
This doorstep is for the 85 mm
extra deep step with and without
light, it works for converting vans
to campers.
(This step does not fit in place of
the 100mm step, in combination
with the sliding seat rails)

8579BXHV

8579SXHVRD
110 x 21cm

8579BXHV ABS Black high-quality
rear threshold step for the VW
Transporter T5 and T6 with twin
doors (Barn Doors), extra-long and
deep, includes the caps for the
screw holes.

126 x 15,5cm

8579BXHV1H ABS Black highquality rear threshold step for the
VW Transporter T5 and T6 with
tailgate, extra-long and deep,
includes the caps for the screw
holes.

8579BXHV1H
126 x15,5cm
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DOOR SEALS AND BOOT SEAL

BRS 2462 Seal for the VW
Transporter T5-T6 side sliding door.
Comes on a 50 m roll and will
require trimming.
BRS2462

BRS2416 Seal for the VW
Transporter T5 and T6 Front Door
and Side Loading Door (California/
Caravelle type slider).
Comes on a 50 m roll and will
require trimming.
BRS2416

BRS2396 Seal for the VW
Transporter T4 sliding door, fits all
models.
Comes on a 50 m roll and will
require trimming.
BRS2396
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BRS2343 Seal for the VW
Transporter T4 rear boot , fits
either on barn doors or tailgates.
Comes on a 50 m roll and will
require trimming.
BRS2343

BRS2439 Seal for the VW Transporter
T4 front door.
Comes on a 50 m roll and will require
trimming.
BRS2439
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POPTOP SEALS

BRS4001 Seal for the VW
Transporter T5-T6 poptop edge,
goes on up to 5 mm sheet
thicknesses.
Comes on a 50 m roll and will
require trimming.
BRS4001

BRS1723 Seal for the VW
Transporter T5-T6 poptop edge,
goes on up to a 3mm thicknesses.
Comes on a 50m roll and will
require trimming.
BRS1723
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EDGE TRIMS
BRS2355 SELF GRIP PVC «U» knock
on edge trim for twin panels,
for 10 to 12mm panel thicknesses.
Suitable for the VW Transporter T5
and T6.
Comes on a 100 m roll.
BRS2355

BRS2428 PVC/STEEL CARRIER edge
trim, for 6-8mm panel thicknesses.
It is commonly used for Vivaro’s
and Sprinters window conversions.
Comes on a 50 m roll.
BRS2428

BRS2368 SELF GRIP PVC «U»
Universal Edge trim, for 1.5mm
panel thicknesses. For converting
VW T4, Nissan’s, Transits etc.
Comes on a 50 m roll.

BRS2368
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EDGE TRIMS

BRS2205 EDGE TRIM BLACK PVC
FLEXIBLE GRIP PROFILE Universal
Edge trim for converting VW T4,
Nissan’s, Transits etc. Only one inside
lip, so you can bond the glass tighter
to the aperture.
Comes on a 50 m roll.
BRS2205

BRS2177 BLACK PVC FLEXIBLE
GRIP PROFILE - small edge trim for
1mm panels.
Comes on a 50 m roll.
BRS2177

Universal Glass Edge trim, to hide the
gab between rear and centre glass.
Comes on a 25m roll.

BRS4002
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A fast and safe bonding concept in OE-Quality,
from the pioneer in car window bonding
Cold processable, medium viscous, high modulus and fast
curing bonding adhesive
Compatible with all car makes
Good bead stability - predictable, easy and clean work
Non-conductive urethane reduces interference with
radio, mobile phone, GPS or additional driver aid
technologies
60-minute drive away in temperatures from -10°C to 40°C
Wet-on-wet no shake primer technology for even faster
and easier fitting
OEM approved
Supplied in kit* form with 12x 400ml sausages, primer,
nozzles and cleaning sponges
*Also available in other packagings, volumes and drive-away-time variations
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Tailgate Chair Pod
For VW T5 & T6

Through our experiences
with previous versions of
the Chair Pod, we have
improved
our
design.
Rather than a canvas fabric
bag, the new and improved
Chair Pod is now a vacuum
formed plastic container
which will comfortably fit
two Vanshades branded
camping chairs.

The box takes up as little at 110mm at the rear of the vehicle and features
a magnetic lid and rubber live hinge for ease of storage and access, we
have formed the product in light grey plastic to match the VW trims on the
pillars of the Transporter. The Chair Pod can be fully installed in as little as
10 minutes.
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VanShades WindowPod

Blind and thermal Systems from Vanshades

The Vanshades Original Window Pod® systems are focusing on the window
conversion of VW T5 T6 with blinds and thermal systems.
Original Window Pod®
This VW T5 and T6 window blinds system is an easy to install, pre-assembled
blind and frame system, which offers stylish privacy for all windows of your
VW T5 or T6 Campervan.
A tasteful alternative to curtains, Window Pods® achieve a flawless modern
finish to your windows and conversion whilst offering blackout and thermal
qualities. Available in both Pleated/Blackout and Thermal-Cellular/Blackout
types, our easy to install Window Pod® system is suitable for use at conversion
stage, or to retro fit to existing conversions.
Cellular Thermal/Blackout Features :
The foil lined cellular pleated structure
of our thermal blinds have been
created to give a modern sleek look.
The cellular design holds a layer of air
which acts as an insulator, retaining
heat in the winter and keeping your
vehicle cool in the summer. For long
and short wheel base, carpeted or
plain, for aftermarket glass or factory
original.
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Options Available
Duo: The Duo blind is a durable pleated mesh fly
screen that is fixed into the Window Pod®, along
with your thermal blackout blind.
The Duo is located at the bottom of the frame
and can be operated independently of each
other.
The Duo screen is black in colour and like the
blind it is completely out of sight when not in
use.
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